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Important notice
PURPOSE
The Australian Energy Market Operator has prepared this document to provide information about the GBB
(WA) 1.15 (Build 369-1) release as at the date of publication.

DISCLAIMER
This document or the information in it may be subsequently updated or amended. This document does not
constitute legal or business advice and should not be relied on as a substitute for obtaining detailed advice
about the Wholesale Electricity Market Rules, or any other applicable laws, procedures or policies. AEMO has
made every effort to ensure the quality of the information in this document but cannot guarantee its accuracy
or completeness.
Accordingly, to the maximum extent permitted by law, AEMO and its officers, employees and consultants
involved in the preparation of this document:
•

make no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the currency, accuracy, reliability or
completeness of the information in this document; and

•

are not liable (whether by reason of negligence or otherwise) for any statements or
representations in this document, or any omissions from it, or for any use or reliance on the
information in it.
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1. Introduction
These are the release notes for the GBB (WA) 1.15 (Build 369-1) release.
This GBB (WA) release includes resolution of a minor issues and internal alerting improvements.
These resolved issues under this release are described in the sections below.

1.1

GBB (WA) Version Summary

The table below summarises the changes in version post this release deployment.
Table 1 GBB (WA) version summary
Application

Current version

New version

GBB (WA)

1.14 (Build 1.14-355-1)

1.15 (Build 1.15-369-1)

1.2

Abbreviations

Table 2 Abbreviations
Abbreviation

Expanded name

AEMO

Australian Energy Market Operator

GBB

Gas Bulletin Board

GSI

Gas Services Information
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2. Resolved Issues
Table 3 Resolved issues
Reference

Summary

Resolution

●

GISP-1152

GBB(WA) Website was granting public access
to the API that returned submission
obligation reports. Data could be returned
using a set of specific API URL’s.

AEMO has implemented an additional
authorization requirement to limit the display of
submission obligation reports to administrative
users in the GBB(WA).

●

GISP-1156

AEMO has implemented additional
monitoring for Large User Facilities that have
applied for registration exempetion under
GSI Rule 47. This applies to facilities that
consume under 10TJ/day but have a capacity
greater than 10TJ/day.

AEMO will be notified when an outlet connection
point with no registered facilities records an
actual flow submission of greater than or equal to
10TJ for a given gas day.

Table 4 Status legend
Status

●
●
●

Internal changes
Minimal or no impact to Gas Market Participants
Needs Gas Market Participants’ attention. Potentially
requires system or operational procedure changes.

3. Internal Improvements
Additional AEMO functionality has been introduced in relation to the monitoring and alerting application
(MOSMI) used by AEMO’s WA Market Operations Team regarding the data submission obligation reports in
the GBB (WA). These changes ensure AEMO can effectively manage its obligations under the GSI Rules and
monitor Gas Market Participant submission obligations.
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